
TITUS MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTLOOK WEB APP DATASHEET

Many organizations allow their employees to access email through 
Web browsers to provide a more flexible work environment. Microsoft 
Outlook Web App provides users with a familiar email experience 
across both Windows and Mac platforms. While convenient for users, 
this application can make organizations more vulnerable to data leakage.

TITUS Message Classification for Outlook Web App is a classification 
and policy enforcement tool that ensures all Microsoft Outlook Web 
App (OWA) emails are classified before they are sent. The solution 
brings the familiar features of TITUS Message Classification™ for 
Outlook® to the OWA environment, including support for 
customizable labels and a simple, intuitive user interface that 
integrates into the regular OWA workflow. In addition to enforcing 
email classification, the solution can also restrict the viewing and 
distribution of sensitive information over OWA, helping to prevent 
data loss.

TITUS Message Classification for OWA is 
an email labeling solution for Microsoft 
Outlook Web App that can allow OWA 
users to select classifications before 
sending an email. Based on these 
classifications, organizations can:

•	Prevent inadvertent disclosure of 
sensitive information from OWA

•	Raise user awareness by clearly 
identifying sensitive information

•	Restrict the type of information that 
users can view over OWA

•	Meet compliance needs

Try It!

Request a free trial or view a demo at 
www.titus.com/TMCOWAFreeTrial

System Requirements

The solution is designed for Microsoft 
Exchange® Server 2007, and 2010, and 
supports Internet Explorer® for Windows®, 
Mozilla Firefox® and Google Chrome® for 
both Windows and Mac platforms, and 
Safari® for Mac.

Complementary TITUS Products

The classification properties assigned by 
TITUS Message Classification for OWA 
are fully interoperable with the properties 
assigned by TITUS Message 
Classification for Outlook.

Highlights

Classifications are simple to select from the integrated toolbar in OWA
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Message Classification Features and Benefits

Key Features Benefits

Classification Selector Prompts users to classify all OWA emails, enabling organizations to enforce their classification 

policies in a simple, non-intrusive way.

Visual Markings Applies visual markings in the email subject line and message body to clearly identify the 

sensitivity of the information.

Metadata Assist Stores user classification selections with the email as persistent metadata, which can be used to 

increase the accuracy and effectiveness of DLP, archiving, and perimeter security solutions. 

Policy Enforcement Inspects the email for policy violations before the message leaves the desktop, and provides 

instant feedback so that the sender can correct any problems.  Policies can be triggered by 

validating recipients, checking for existing email classifications and much more.

Security Enablement Adds an extra layer of security by automatically encrypting sensitive emails. This feature requires 

S/MIME certificates.

Administration Enables organizations to centrally configure and deploy their classification labels and policies.  
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About TITUS
TITUS is a leading provider of security and data governance software 
that helps organizations share information securely while meeting 
policy and compliance requirements. With over 2 million users 
worldwide, our solutions enable enterprises, military and government 
organizations to classify information and meet regulatory compliance 
by securing unstructured information. Products include TITUS 
Classification, the leading message, document and file classification 
and labeling solutions that enhance data loss prevention by involving 
end users in identifying sensitive information; and the TITUS family of 
classification and security solutions for Microsoft SharePoint. TITUS 
solutions are deployed within over 450 organizations around the world, 
including Dow Corning, United States Air Force, NATO, Pratt and 
Whitney, Canadian Department of National Defence, Australian 
Department of Defence, and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. 
For more information, visit www.titus.com.


